We present an elegant framework of fine-grained neural architecture search (FGNAS), which allows to employ multiple heterogeneous operations within a single layer and can even generate compositional feature maps using several different base operations. FGNAS runs efficiently in spite of significantly large search space compared to other methods because it trains networks end-to-end by a stochastic gradient descent method. Moreover, the proposed framework allows to optimize the network under predefined resource constraints in terms of number of parameters, FLOPs and latency. FGNAS has been applied to two crucial applications in resource demanding computer vision tasks-largescale image classification and image super-resolution-and demonstrates the state-of-the-art performance through flexible operation search and channel pruning.
Introduction
Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have recently achieved great success in various fields including computer vision, natural language processing, pattern recognition, bioinformatics, and many others. However, the arbitrary complexity of target problems and the requirement of extensive hyperparameter search make it inevitable to manually explore the ideal deep network architectures customized for the given tasks. Consequently, neural architecture search (NAS) approaches have been studied actively, and the models identified by the NAS techniques [57, 39, 47, 18] started to surpass the performance of the traditional deep neural networks [43, 16, 24] designed by human. Despite such successful results, it is still a challenging problem to optimize deep neural networks even by sophisticated AutoML techniques because the search space of the existing NAS methods is limited while their search cost is high.
Researchers have aimed to develop flexible and scalable NAS techniques with large search spaces and identify the unique models different from the manually designed structures [57] . However, NAS methods often suffer from huge computational cost and reduce their search space signifi-
Channel Pruning [18, 52, 26] Per-Layer Operation Search [5, 50] Per-Channel Operation Search (FGNAS, ours) channels, which leads to more flexible network architectures than other approaches. The example illustrates the architecture search results in a single layer with 5 channels, where color encodes an operation. Note that the flexibility of the output models depends on search granularity of individual algorithms. (b) In this paper, we define an operation as a sequence of a convolution, a normalization, and an activation function, denoted by (·, ·, ·). Note that the operation search even includes channel pruning, which is equivalent to no-operation. cantly for practical reasons. For example, [57, 3, 39, 33, 35] search for two cells as basic building blocks to construct full models by stacking them. To tackle the redundancy between the cells and increase the diversity of full models, MnasNet [47] adopts smaller search units, blocks, than cells. Recently, FBNet [50] and ProxylessNAS [5] reduce their search units further to individual layers. Although the resulting models are more flexible by decreasing the granularity of search units and increasing the diversity of the generated models through their composition, those methods are limited to allocating a single operation per layer and the operation configurations of the whole network are proportional to the number of layers. On the contrary, we present a flexible and scalable neural architecture search algorithm. The search unit of our algorithm is channel, which is even smaller than layer; each channel chooses a different operation 1 , which also includes no-operation, equivalent to channel pruning. This kind of search strategy improves the flexibility of resulting models because it is possible to generate a large number of configurations even within a single layer, which increase exponentially by adding layers. Such an extremely flexible framework incurs small overhead, which allows to maintain various operations for search and increase search space significantly. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed fine-grained neural architecture search (FGNAS) approach, where our per-channel search algorithm generates a feature map given by a composition of multiple operations and also reduces the number of channels by pruning.
FGNAS is trained to maximize the validation accuracy efficiently and stably by a stochastic gradient descent method. Moreover, it is convenient to regularize individual channels by incorporating FLOPs and latency into the training objective. Therefore, the proposed algorithm has a great deal of flexibility and scalability to maximize the accuracy of searched models while facilitating to consider various aspects for optimization. Our overall contribution is summarized as follows:
• We propose a flexible and scalable fine-grained neural architecture search algorithm, which allows to perform per-channel operation search including channel pruning efficiently and optimize end-to-end by a stochastic gradient descent method.
• Our framework deals with diverse objectives of neural architecture search such as number of parameters, FLOPs and latency, in addition to accuracy, conveniently.
• The resulting models from our algorithm achieve outstanding performance improvements with respect to various evaluation metrics in image classification and single image super-resolution problems.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss existing works related to deep neural network optimization and neural architecture search in Section 2. Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm in details including training methods and Section 4 presents experimental results in comparison to the existing methods.
Related Work
This section describes existing efficient convolution network designs and neural architecture search techniques in details. Table 1 presents the snapshot of the algorithms discussed in this section.
Efficient Convolution Networks Designing compact convolutional neural networks has been an active research problem in the last few years. While the hand-crafted models achieve efficient convolutional operations by revising network structures [27, 21, 54, 42, 23] , the simple rule-based network quantization [14] and pruning techniques [15, 9, 13, 14, 38, 36, 31, 19] reduce the redundancy of deep and complex pretrained models successfully. Recent pruning methods automatically remove filters and/or activations using reinforcement learning [18] , trial-and-error [52] , and policy-gradient [26] . They optimize a network in a layerby-layer fashion, which is inefficient in dealing with interlayer relationships, while our FGNAS optimizes all layers jointly using a gradient-based method.
Neural Architecture Search (NAS) Automatic architecture search techniques conceptually have more flexibility in the identified models than the hand-crafted methods. NAS-Net [57] and MetaQNN [3] adopt reinforcement learning for non-differential optimization. ENAS [39] employs a RNN controller to search for the optimal model by drawing a series of sample models and maximizing their expected reward, while PNAS [33] performs a progressive architecture search by predicting accuracy of candidate models. Evolutionary search [40] employs a tournament selection; although it is the first algorithm to surpass the state-of-the-art classification accuracy, it requires significantly more computational resources. DARTS [35] relaxes the discrete architecture representation to a continuous one and addresses scalability issue by making the objective function differentiable. Mnas-Net [47] and DPP-Net [12] are optimized with respect to Figure 2 . The proposed efficient per-channel operation search framework using binary mask G·,·. The i-th operation oi(·) produces a tensor with C channels from the input feature map x −1 in the -th layer. The binary vector G ,i selects a subset of channels in the output tensor oi(x −1 ), and each masked tensor fi(x −1 ) and the optional skip-connection feature map x of the -th layer are aggregated to the final output feature map x of the -th layer. This framework facilitates efficient search for flexible architectures. Note that we just need to learn the binary masks for neural architecture search, which are implemented by gating functions. Figure 4 illustrates the details about forward and backward passes along the gating functions.
the accuracy and run-time via reinforcement learning and performance predictor. EfficientNet [48] improves network efficiency by simply scaling depth, width, and resolution of backbone network. MobileNetV3 [20] adopts block-wise search [47] with layer-wise pruning [52] and presents a novel architecture design with Squeeze-and-Excitation [22] . Recently, multiple choice gating function is often adopted for differentiable and multi-objective search techniques. Proxy-lessNAS [5] and FBNet [50] search for efficient convolution operations in each layer. MixConv [49] finds a new depthwise convolution operation that has multiple kernel sizes within a layer. Our FGNAS presents per-channel convolution operation search, which constructs maximally flexible layer configurations as illustrated in Figure 1 and runs efficiently through a differentiable optimization.
Proposed Algorithm
This section first presents our efficient search formulation via binary masking, and discusses our gating function that allows to perform the end-to-end differentiable search. Then, we present the objective function of our algorithm based on resource regularizer, which directly penalizes each channel, and describes the exact search space.
Formulation of Operation Search
Although FGNAS has a large search space and generates flexible output models, a critical concern is how to perform NAS efficiently through proper configuration of the search space. To tackle this challenge, FGNAS constructs a feature map using a composition of multiple operations as illustrated in Figure 2 , where the composition allows to generate a large number of virtual operations and increase the flexibility of searched models. Given an input tensor in the -th layer,
, . Figure 3 . The structure of multiple operations from a convolution. The multiple operations share the feature map of normalization to reduce search cost. Since an operation consists of a sequence of a convolution, a normalization, and an activation function, dashed boxes may be omitted depending on the backbone networks.
denoted by x −1 , the output of the layer, x , is expressed as
where M is the number of operations at -th layer considered in our search and
Note that G ,i ∈ R C is a binary vector, o i (·) represents the i-th operation producing a tensor with C channels, and denotes the channel-wise binary masking operator. In other words, the output tensor x is given by the average of M masked tensors, where the mask of each tensor is learned by our search algorithm, which also allows channel pruning by masking out the same channels in all output tensors. In addition to the operation search, we consider the identity connections from a preceding layer optionally, which derives the modification of (1) as where x ( < ) denotes the feature map from which the identify connection is originated.
In our algorithm, each operation o i (·) is defined by a series of convolution, normalization, and activation function application as illustrated in Figure 1 (b). Figure 3 presents our efficient operation structure to increase the number of operations with little additional cost because all the three operations in Figure 3 share the previous feature map of a normalization. For some parts of backbone networks that convolutional layers are not followed by normalization and activation function layers, an operation is actually equivalent to a convolution.
Per-Channel Differentiable Gating Functions
To relax the binary mask G ·,· in (2), we introduce a relaxed gating function g(·), and define a collection of the gating functions, denoted by G(·), as
where and i denote the layer and operation index, respectively, and C is the number of channels. A relaxed gating function for each channel parametrized by ψ = [ψ on , ψ off ] ∈ R 2 is given by
where I [·] is an indicator function that returns 1 when its input is true and 0 otherwise, and softmax on denotes the value corresponding to ψ on dimension after applying a softmax function. Figure 4 (a) and (b) illustrate g(ψ) and G(ψ ,i ), respectively.
Using the relaxed gating function, we reformulate the channel-wise tensor masking in (2) as
This relaxed gating function allows to update the architecture by a gradient-decent optimization method because the backward function is differentiable.
Resource Regularizer on Channels
The proposed approach aims to maximize the accuracy of a target task and minimize the resource usage of the identified model. Hence, our objective function is composed of two terms; one is the task-specific loss and the other is a regularizer penalizing overhead of networks such as parameters, FLOPs, and latency. To search for operations per channel, the proposed regularizer computes the amount of resource usage of a channel, which changes over iterations due to the gradual update of architectures. Figure 4 (c) illustrates overview of the resource regularizer, and the rest of this section discusses the details.
Let L(·, ·) denote a loss function for an arbitrary task 2 and R(·) be a differentiable regularizer that estimates the resources of the current model identified by our search algorithm. Then, the objective function is formally given by
where θ and ψ are learnable parameters in the neural networks and the gating functions g(·), respectively, and λ is the hyper-parameter balancing the two terms. Specifically, the regularizer R (ψ) is given by
where φ * ,i (·, ·) is a resource measurement function of the i-th operation, * ∈ {parameters, FLOPs, latency} indicates the type of the resources, and L is the number of layers. Note that γ(ψ −1 ) and γ(ψ ,i ) are the number of input/output channels of the i-th operation, respectively, and they are differentiable via gating function, defined as
and
where · 1 denotes 1 norm of a vector. The function h(·) produces a binary vector, valued 1 for non-zero elements of the input vector in the forward pass, but is an identity function in the backward pass. The skip connection from an earlier layer affects (10) are well-defined functions of convolution kernel sizes, number of channels, feature map resolution, etc. They are differentiable with respect to the number of active channels by the definitions in (9) and (10) . However, it is not straightforward how to define the latency measurement function φ latency ,i on specific devices such as Google Pixel 1 and Samsung Galaxy S8. We address this problem by fitting affine functions of the relation between latency and FLOPs, which are parameterized by φ; it turns out that the convolution operations present strong correlations between latency and FLOPs in a particular condition provided by the combination of input feature map size, kernel size, stride, convolutional groups and so on. By approximating latency as a function of FLOPs, (8) with φ latency ,i naturally penalizes all channels to minimize the run-time of networks.
Search Space
FGNAS searches for an operation in each channel; the granularity of architecture search is as small as a channel. Consequently, the possible combinations of operations in FGNAS is significantly more than those of any other NAS techniques. Specifically, the search space in a single layer is 2 M C , where M is the number of operations and C is the number of channels at -th layer, while it has minor variations depending on the network configurations (e.g., existence of skip connections). This is truly beyond the comparable range to other approaches because most of the NAS techniques are limited to adopting a per-layer search strategy and exploring few building blocks instead of directly optimizing the whole model. Table 2 illustrates the search space of operations in our search algorithm. The backbone networks for image classification include VGG, ResNet, DenseNet, EfficientNet, and MobileNetV2, while EDSR is employed for image superresolution. Note that we insert a 1×1 convolution operation after an identity connection to reduce the number of input channels to the first convolution operation of a residual (or dense) block. 
Experiment
This section first presents the benchmark datasets for image classification and super-resolution tasks, and describe the implementation details of our algorithm. Then, we present the experimental results including performance analysis.
Dataset
CIFAR-10 [30] and ILSVRC2012 [41] are popular datasets for image classification. The former contains 50K and 10K 32×32 images for training and testing in 10 classes. The latter consists of 1.2M training and 50K validation images in 1,000 object categories, which are a subset of ImageNet [8] . DIV2K [1] is a training dataset for image super-resolution, which contains 800 2K images while we evaluate super-resolution algorithms on Set5 [4] , Set14 [53] , B100 [37] , and Urban100 [25] 
Implementation Details
Search steps The proposed algorithm searches for architectures with 4 steps; (1) determine a backbone network and operations for each layer, (2) pre-train the network without gating functions, (3) search for architectures by learning gating function parameters until the resource of searched architecture reaches target resource, (4) fine-tune the searched architectures with fixed gating function parameters.
CIFAR-10
The backbone network is EfficientNet-B0 [48] , of which the architecture is designed for ImageNet and transferred to CIFAR-10. The search space is 1, 3, and 5 kernel sizes in depth-wise convolution layers and the number of channels in all layers. We train the model for 160 epochs with mini-batch size 128 and initial learning rate 0.01. The resource of interest * is number of parameters of networks and the hyper-parameter λ is set to 10 −7 for resource regularizer. We use the standard SGD optimizer with nesterov [45] and Cutout augmentation [10] . We use weight decay and the momentum of 0.0001 and 0.9, respectively.
ImageNet MobileNetV2 [42] is the backbone network, of which the architecture has compact designed for ImageNet classification. The search space is 3 and 5 kernel sizes in depth-wise convolution layers and the number of channels in all layers. We train models using mini-batch size 256 with the initial learning rates are set to 0.01. The training epochs are 400 and the learning rates are divided by 10 at 50% and 75% of the total number of training epochs. The resource of interest * is latency of networks and the hyper-parameter λ is set to 0.0012 for resource regularizer. We evaluate our models on Google Pixel 1 CPU using Google's Tensor-Flow Lite engine.
DIV2K
The backbone network is a small version of EDSR [32] , of which each layer and the architecture have 64 channels and 16 residual blocks, respectively. The search space is ReLU, PReLU, and tanh in activation layers and the number of channels in all layers. The model is pre-trained for 300 epochs using Adam [29] , where minibatch size is 16 with learning rate 10 −4 , patch size 96×96 pixels, β 1 = 0.9, β 2 = 0.999, = 10 −8 . The resource of interest * is FLOPs of networks and the hyper-parameter λ is set to 10 −9 for resource regularizer. The image restoration performance measures are PSNR and SSIM on Y channel of YCbCr color space with the scaling factor 2. 
Image Classification
Results on CIFAR-10 Table 3 illustrates the performance comparison with the state-of-the-art architectures. FGNAS (Large) outperforms the backbone network EfficientNet-B0 [48] with smaller number of parameters, and FGNAS (Small) has 2.1× smaller parameters than ProxylessNAS-G [5] with the comparable accuracy. The search cost of the proposed algorithm is small, but requires more time to find smaller networks. Table 4 presents the performance comparison with MobileNetV2 Multiplier [42] and Ne- [52] , which successfully prunes channels of efficiently designed networks [42, 20] . For the fair comparison, we evaluate the proposed algorithm as a channel pruning method, referred as FGNAS (P), of which search space is Ablation study of search space Our search method easily enlarges search space by adding operations to the layers of backbone networks for more efficient architectures. Table 5 shows that the proposed algorithm finds faster networks in large search space with the same Top-1 Accuracy. Figure 5 draws FLOPs/Accuracy graphs of our search methods. FG-NAS consistently outperforms FANAS (P) while reducing the network run-time, and finds the 5.7× smaller FLOPs architecture than original VGG-16 on CIFAR-10. Figure 6 (a) shows that 3, 5, 8, and 10-th layers, located at after pooling operation, remains more channels than next layers and 110M FLOPs network prunes most of channels at 10∼12-th layers of 250M FLOPs network. As illustrated in Figure 6 (b), 110M FLOPs network has much higher numbers of operation types within a layer which lead complex layer configurations. Note that 5-th layer has 31 different operation types. Figure 6 (c) shows that 1×1 convolutions appear more frequently for the network efficiency. Figure 7 (a) shows convolutions of 1×1 kernel size produce more channels at 8∼13-th layers, where the feature map resolutions are 4×4 and 2×2 pixels. On the other hand, 1∼8-th layers prefer 3×3 convolutions than 1×1 and prune most channels at 10-th layer, as illustrated in Figure 7 (b). The channels from convolutions of 5×5 kernel sizes mainly remain at 3, 5, and 8-th layers, located at after pooling operation.
Results on ImageNet
Channel pruning results on CIFAR-10 We evaluate the channel pruning performance of our algorithm FGNAS (P) based on diverse backbone networks of VGGNet [43] , ResNet [16] , and DenseNet [24] . Since original standard CNN networks are designed for ImageNet, we adopt the modified networks for CIFAR-10 [36, 26] . Table 6 shows that the proposed algorithm outperforms the existing pruning methods [26, 36, 56, 17] even with less FLOPs. Huang et al. [26] removes channels layer-by-layer with RL-based policy gradient estimation, of which search cost is 30 GPU days using Nvidia K40. Since FGNAS (P) searches over all layers simultaneously using differentiable gating functions, the search cost is 1 GPU hour using GeForce 1080 Ti on CIFAR-10. We reproduced the DenseNet-40 result of Slimming [36] for fair comparison.
Ablation study of gating function We evaluate the proposed search algorithm with the modifications of gating function, which exclude its advantages one by one. Table 7 shows that each advantage significantly improves the performance of searched architectures. Note that Type (2) gating function in Table 7 search for an operation per channel, while the gating functions in ProxylessNAS [5] and FBNet [50] choose one operation per layer.
Image Super-Resolution
To verify the more practical effectiveness of our approach, we evaluate our search method on image super-resolution (SR) tasks. The primary metric of this task is FLOPs of networks because the FLOPs are easy to calculate regardless of input image resolutions, which are arbitrary in SR problems.
Results Table 8 shows FLOPs of networks producing an HD image (1280×720 resolution) by scaling factor 2. Since SR networks require substantially large amount of FLOPs comparing to conventional image classification networks, our search algorithm aims to find faster networks. FGNAS achieves 1.5× reduced FLOPs and the number of parameters than the state-of-the-art NAS approaches [7, 44] as illustrated in Table 8 . Note that FGNAS is even faster than SRCNN [11] , which consists of 3 convolution layers. The searched residual blocks have large number of channels and operations for activation. The number of channels for skip connections gradually increases in the depth of networks. The search cost is 0.5 GPU day with GeForce 2080 Ti.
Conclusion
We presented a novel architecture search technique, referred to as FGNAS, which provides a unified framework of structure and operation search via channel pruning. The proposed approach can be optimized by a gradient-based method, and we formulate a differentiable regularizer of neural networks with respect to resources, which facilitates efficient and stable optimization with the diverse tasks-specific and resource-aware loss functions.
